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Current Tevatron Limits on the SM Higgs
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Outline of Talk
 High Mass Higgs Results from ATLAS
 All results presented here target 10 fb−1 and 30 fb−1 at √s = 14 TeV.
 Results are detailed in CERN-OPEN-2008-020.
 Gluon Fusion (GF) H → WW ? → `ν`′ν′
 Analysis Selection: Signal and Background Counts
 Discriminating Variable Distributions: lepton separation and transverse momentum
 Expected Sensitivity and Linearity after 10fb−1
 Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) H → WW ? → `ν`′ν′
 Discriminating Variable Distributions: tag jets and jet b weight
 Analysis Selection: Signal and Background Counts
 Expected Sensitivity and Linearity after 10fb−1
 GF and VBF H → ZZ? → `+`−`′+`′−
 Discriminating Variable Distributions: lepton isolation and IP significance
 4` Mass Distributions and Resolution
 Analysis Selection: Signal and Background Counts
 Expected Exclusion and Significance after 30fb−1
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-1L = 10 fb
An operational definition of a high mass SM Higgs boson is a SM Higgs with mass at or above
where H → ZZ?/WW ? sensitivity begins to dominate other channels, around 130 GeV.
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VBF+GF H →WW ?: Signal and Background Topologies
Left: GF signal, WW ?. Right: VBF signal: WW ? plus two (tag) jets. Courtesy I.C.
Left: GF background, diboson WW , t-channel. Right: VBF background: WW plus two b jets
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VBF+GF H →WW ?: Reco. and Statistical Formalism
 Object Reconstruction
 Trigger. e22i or mu20 or 2e15i or e60. For both GF and VBF, 95% efficiency.
 Leptons. ET > 15 GeV, |η| < 2.5, IP significance <10, track and calorimeter isolation.
 Jets. Cone algorithm with ∆R = 0.4 with topological clusters and ET > 20 GeV.
 Missing ET . Cell based reconstruction.
 Statistical Formalism
 2D maximum likelihood fits to distributions after full signal selection.
 Likelihood ratio λ = LS+B/LB , numerator and denominator from separate fits to data.
Higgs mass parameter floats free in the fits.
 Sensitivity is determined from observed value of λ in data and distributions of the LR λ
generated by toy MC experiments.
 Fitted Distributions
 GF: transverse mass and momentum of the WW ? system. Background is mainly WW .
 VBF: transverse momentum of the WW ? system and neural network output (with tag jet
inputs). Background is mainly tt¯.
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GF H → WW ?: Signal Selection
Cut flows (in fb)for mH = 170 GeV in the H+0j, H → WW ? → eνµν channel. A ’-’ indicates the
corresponding contribution is ignored in the fit. The WW background contains the two processes
qq¯ → WW and gg → WW .
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GF H → WW ?: Discriminating Variables
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 ∆φ``′ , the opening angle between the
leptons from W decay after preselection
[H is scalar](top left)
 pWW
T
, the transverse momentum of the
WW system after preselection (top
right)
 mWWT , the transverse mass of the WW
system for events satisfying ∆φ``′ <
















































 L dt=10 fb∫
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GF H → WW ?: LR Distributions and Mass Pull
log Likelihood Ratio




























 L dt=10 fb∫
HPull on M






































At left, the log likelihood distributions for background-only toy MC outcomes corresponding to 10
fb−1. The variously colored lines model sources of systematic uncertainty from factorization and
normalization scales and background model. At right the pull distribution for mH = 170 GeV.
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GF H → WW ?: Linearity and Sensitivity (eµ only)
(GeV)trueHM


























Width of Gaus. fit to best-fit Mass dist.
ATLAS
-1
 L dt=10 fb∫
(GeV)HM






























 L dt = 10 fb∫
Linearity and sensitivity for gluon fusion H → WW ?. At left, measured v. true Higgs mass
demonstrates no bias in the mass measurement. At right, sensitivity v. Higgs mass at 10fb−1.
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VBF H → WW ?: Discriminating Variables (tag jets)
Pseudorapidity gap between Tagjets
































Tagjet invariant mass (GeV)
























Azimuthal angle between Tagjets
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VBF H → WW ?: Discriminating Variables (b tag)
Leading Jet Weight

































tT Region I: 85%
tT Region II: 14%








































Signal Region I: 38%
Signal Region II: 48%






Leading versus sub-leading jet weights in the events for tt¯ background (left) and signal (right). Plots
are divided in three regions: I where there is a non-default b-tagging weight for more than one jet, II
where there is b-tagging information for only one jet in the event and III where there are no jets with
b-tagging information in the event.
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VBF H → WW ?: Signal Selection
Cut flow (in fb) for mH = 170 GeV in the H + 2j, H → WW ? → µνeν channel. Numbers in
parentheses are affected by generator level cuts. The signal region is defined by δφ`` < 1.5 and
δη`` < 1.4, the control is everywhere else.
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VBF H → WW ?: Discriminating Variables (NN, mT )
Neural Network Output



























































































At left, the NN output distribution in the signal box for events with 50 < mT < 180 GeV. NN inputs
are tag jet variables: ∆η, mjj , pj3T and η? = η3 − (η1 + η2)/2. At right, the transverse mass
distribution for events in the signal box with N output larger than 0.8 (10fb−1, mH = 170 GeV).
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VBF H → WW ?: Likelihood Ratio Distributions
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VBF H → WW ?: Linearity and Sensitivity (eµ only)
(GeV)trueHM




























Width of Gaus. fit to best-fit Mass dist.
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 L dt=10 fb∫
Linearity and sensitivity for VBF H → WW ?. At left, linearity v. true Higgs mass. At right,
sensitivity v. Higgs mass at 10fb−1.
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VBF+GF H → ZZ?: Signal and Background Topologies
Left: GF signal, ZZ?. Right: VBF signal: ZZ? plus two (tag) jets. Courtesy I.C.
Diboson ZZ, u- and s-channels.
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VBF+GF H → ZZ?−: Reco. and Statistical Formalism
 Object Reconstruction
 Trigger. e22i or mu20. Efficiency is 95% before offline selection, 99% after offline
selection.
 Electrons. IP significance <6, track isolation P∆R=0.2 pT /pT < 0.15 and calorimeter
isolation, pt > 7 GeV and |η| < 2.5.
 Muons. IP significance <3.5, track isolation P∆R=0.2 pT /pT < 0.15 and calorimeter
isolation
P
∆R=0.2 pT /pT < 0.23, pt > 7 GeV and |η| < 2.5.
 Statistical Formalism
 Fit the likelihood ratio λ = L(µ, ˆˆp)/L(µˆ, pˆ), where µ = 0(1) corresponds to no signal
(SM expected signal).
 Approximate the signal significance from the test statistic
p
−2 ln λ(µ).
 Obtain the exclusion with the background only hypothesis with
p
−2 ln λ(µ) = 1.64
 Fitted Distribution
 1D maximum likelihood fit, with parameters p to the 4` mass distribution.
 Signal fits with Gaussian, WW is fit with double Fermi function.
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VBF+GF H → ZZ? → 4`: Discriminating Variables
At top, calorimeter isolation (left) for 4µ and track isolation (right) for 4µ. At bottom, IP significance
for 4µ (left) and 4e (right). Aspen 2010 – p.19/28
VBF+GF H → ZZ? → 4`: 4` Mass Distribution
 [GeV]eeeem























 0.09) GeV±Mean = (129.76 
 0.07) GeV± = (2.16 σ
ATLAS
 [GeV]µµµµm

























 0.04) GeV±Mean = (129.94 
 0.04) GeV± = (1.78 σ
ATLAS
4e mass distribution (left) and 4µ mass distribution (right)
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VBF+GF H → ZZ? → 4`: Signal Selection
Signal (top) and background (bottom) signal selection efficiencies in %.
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VBF+GF H → ZZ? → 4`: 4` Mass in 30fb−1
 [GeV]4lm
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VBF+GF H → ZZ? → 4`: Mass Resolution
Higgs Mass [GeV]      























4e no Z mass constraint
4e with Z mass constraint
ATLAS
Higgs Mass [GeV]      























 no Z mass constraintµ4
 with Z mass constraintµ4
ATLAS
4e mass resolution (left) and 4µ mass resolution (right)
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VBF+GF H → ZZ? → 4`: Exclusion and Significance
Higgs mass [GeV]    





























Higgs mass [GeV]    






















































H → ZZ* → 4l
H → ττ
H → WW → eνµν

























Significance v. luminosity v. Higgs mass for a statistical combination of γγ, τ +τ−, ZZ?, and
WW ? channels. The shaded region indicates where the statistical procedure breaks down.





























H → ZZ* → 4l
H → ττ
H → WW → eνµν























Exclusion C.L. v. luminosity v. Higgs mass for a statistical combination of γγ, τ +τ−, ZZ?, and
WW ? channels. The shaded region indicates where the statistical procedure breaks down.
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Conclusions
 The ATLAS high mass Higgs results are presented assuming 10pb−1 for H → WW ? and
30pb−1 for H → ZZ? and √s = 14 TeV.
 The main backgrounds are diboson production WW and ZZ and tt¯ (also W+jets,
WW+jets,...).
 Discriminating variables are
 GF H → WW ?: ∆φ``, p`ellT and mT .
 VBF H → WW ?: b tag weight and tag jet kinematics.
 GF+VBF H → ZZ?: lepton isolation and IP significance
 We have discovery potential after a few fb−1 for a Higgs mass near 2mW .
 We have exclusion potential for a large fraction of the high mass Higgs range after a few fb−1.
 Scale to lower CME? See the following slide.......
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Final Comment: Scaling to Lower CME
Fast Simulation and Simplified Analysis
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